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they're fire-resistant and non-washable. For 
night time wear there's even a knitted paper 
with vinyl straps and daisies.

Here's a new way to steal a party spot- 
light: dresses with lovely lines, perky sleeves 
that call attention to your tanned arms. But
terfly sleeves, puff sleeves, and the cut-out ' 
sleeveless are new.

Let's face it--for sheer glamour, 
nothing beats an extra helping of lashes.
But if you've balked at the bother, or shied 
away from the showiness, we can't blame you 
nntil now. Revlon's invested mistake-proof 
'private eyelashes", which are pre-shaped, 
Pre-trimmed, pre-feathered, and so easy to 
put on.

Max Factor has invested shiny eyeliner 
^hich stays shiny even after it dries and is 
^ater proof. Someone has come up with 
Counter-shine pressed powder. It soaks up 
excess facial oils and keeps you looking neat 
^nd fresh.

Guerlain describes his new L'Heure 
^leue as a finely balanced perfume, subtly / 
blended with fragrances from the far corners 
®f the earth. /
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In the jewelry department, there's also 
Something new. Identification bracelet /
'batches. Slim and stylish for the girls,
^^^ey're rugged and manly for the boys.

When sumimer makes the scene, dull 
^Qlors exit. Boys' fashions have made tre
mendous strides in the last year and should 

® better than ever this summer. Pastel 
^^uts with contrasting stripes are seen in 

palest yellows, greens, and blues. Pants
somewhat more conservative now than 

m^ir madras and paisley counterparts of a 
ew months ago. Boys look much neater in 
^ese new, fresh, perma-pressed fashions.
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Alligator is still with us in the form of

‘^Its, wallets, and shoes. Tasseled wing 
PS seem to be going popularity in the foot-oceiii to ue going popularity in tne loot- 

I department„along vith the old standard-
^*Uiis shoes! (Old basketball shoes, really.) 

Beachwear is loudly Hawaiian this year,
.| for some reason boys around 3HS prefer 

lovely cut-off jeans. Oh well, we love 
I anyway.

A survey was r a 
class concerning fj 
popular outfit is - 
beautiful caps an

e amiong the Seri^or 
ions. The mo^t\ 

animously - tho^\^
owns. Howcum ? 
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